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Via Electronic Filing

May 17, 2018

Rosemary Chiavetta, Secretary
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission
Commonwealth Keystone Building
400 North Street — Second Floor North
Harrisburg, PA 17120

RE: Columbia Water Company; Docket No. M-201 8-2641242; COLUMBIA WATER
COMPANY’S ANSWER TO THE OFFICE OF CONSUMER ADVOCATE’S
MOTION TO STRIKE

Dear Secretary Chiavetta:

Enclosed for filing with the Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission is Columbia Water
Company’s Answer to the Office of Consumer Advocate’s Motion to Strike . A copy of this tiling
has been served in accordance with the attached certificate of service.

have.
Thank you for your attention to this matter. Please contact me with any questions oLI may

TJS/WEL/das
Enclosure

Counsel to the Columbia Waler Company

Thomas J. Sniscak
William E. Lehman
Whitney E. Snyder
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cc: Edn Laudenslager (elaudenslwWpa. uov)
James Mulling (jamullins(ZiTha.gov)
Cheryl Walker Davis (USA) (cwalkerdav(pajzov)
Robert A. Marinko (USA) (rmarinko(dpa.gov)
Honorable Gladys M. Brown, Chairman
Honorable Andrew G. Place, Vice Chairman
Honorable Norman J. Kennard, Commissioner
Honorable David XV. Sweet, Commissioner
Honorable John F. Coleman, Jr., Commissioner
Office of Small Business Advocate
Bureau of Investigation and Enforcement



BEFORE THE
PENNSYLVANIA PUBIC UTILITY COMMISSION

Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017

Columbia Water Company’s Petition for Docket No. M-20 18-2641242
Reconsideration and Rescission of the
Commission’s March 15, 2018 Temporary
Rates Order Relative to Petitioner

COLUMBIA WATER COMPANY’S ANSWER TO THE
OFFICE OF CONSUMER ADVOCATE’S MOTION TO STRIKE

Pursuant to 52 Pa. Code § 5.63, Columbia Water Company (“Columbia Water” or the

“Company”) submits its Answer to the Office of Consumer Advocate’s (“OCA”) April 27. 2OlH

Motion to Strike Columbia Water Company’s Answer to New Matters Raised in the Office ol’

Consumer Advocate’s Answer to Columbia Water’s Request for Reconsideration and Rescission.

I. INTRODUCTION

On April 9, 2018, the OCA filed an Answer to Columbia Water’s Petition (‘or

Reconsideration and Rescission averring that the Commission shouLd deny the Petition and

alleging numerous inapplicable issues, many of which contained New Matter to which Columbia

Water must respond or that new matter could be deemed admitted under the Commission’s

regulations. On April 13, 2018, in response to OCA’s additional and expanded allegations OCA

raised in its Answer to Columbia Water’s Petition, Columbia Water filed its Answer to OCA’s

New Matter contained in OCA’s Answer. On April 27, 2018, the OCA tiled a Motion to Strike

Columbia Water’s Answer to OCA’s New Matter, based primarily on the fact that under OCA’s

incorrectly strict and narrow reading of the Commission’s regulations, Columbia Water’s Answer



to OCA’s New Matter is not allowed. In the alternative, the OCA requested the Commission not

consider the information Columbia Water provided in response to the OCA’s New Matter.

OCA’s Motion to Strike should be denied and its alternative relief should be rejected.

OCA’s Motion to Strike is based on an incorrectly narrow reading of the Commission’s regulations

and inapplicable case law. OCA’s interpretation of the Commission’s regulations deprives Lilt’

Company of its due process flghts to respond to additional information the OCA provided in its

Answer to Columbia Water’s Petition for Reconsideration. The Commission’s regulations

specifically allow a party to reply to new matter, and, if not, relevant facts stated in new matler

may be deemed to be admitted. 52 Pa. Code § 5.63. Columbia Waler was thus obligated to respond

to OCA’s new matter.

The Commission should also reject the OCA’s request for the Commission not to rely on

the information provided by the Company. The Company properly provided this inibrmation in

response to the OCA’s new and tangential claims it made in its Answer to Columbia Water’s

Petition for Reconsideration. The Company is well within its due process rights and rights under

the Commission’s regulations to respond to this information. The Commission should make its

decision based on all information provided and reject the OCA’s recommendation to deny the

Company of its due process rights.

II. BACKGROUND

On March 30, 2018, Columbia Water filed a Petition for Reconsideration and Rescission

of the Commission’s March 15, 2018 Temporary Rates Order (“TRO”) Relative to Petitioner,

alleging that the TRO neither considered nor addressed that Columbia Waler’s very recently

submitted Section 1308(d) rate case filing contained no claim for federal income taxes for base

rates and consequently the base rates do not either. Therefore, the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act! Public
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Law No. 115-97 (“TCJA”) has no effect on Columbia Water’s present or future rates.

Consequently, the Commission should reconsider its TRO to rescind from it Columbia Water’s

recently established Commission-made rates from being deemed temporary.

On April 9, 2018, the OCA filed an Answer to Columbia Water’s Petition for

Reconsideration and Rescission averring that the Commission should deny the Petition and

alleging numerous inapplicable issues, many of which contained New Matter to which Columbia

Water must respond or that new mailer could be deemed admitted tinder the Commission’s

regulations. OCA’s Answer completely ignored the fact that Columbia Water’s most recent

Commission-approved rates have no claim for federal income tax (“FIT”), based on its tax-loss

carryforwards.

On April 13, 2018, in response to OCA’s additional and expanded allegations OCA raised

in its Answer to Columbia Water’s Petition, Columbia Water tiled its Answer to OCA’s New

Mailer which was contained in OCA’s Answer. Columbia Water averred that the OCA made

peripheral claims that had nothing to do with the fact that CoLumbia Water’s rates are not aflèeted

by the TCJA at all. Columbia Water asserted that OCA’s tangential contentions must be weighed

against the harm that transforming Commission-made rates into temporary rates can cause

Columbia Water and ultimately its customers by adversely affecting Columbia Water’s present

and future ability to gain favorable financing borrowing rates and conditions to allow the Company

to continue its proven track record of modernizing its facilities, something the Commission wisely

promotes as policy.

On April 27, 2018, the OCA filed a Motion to Strike Columbia Water’s Answer to OCA’s

New Matter, based primarily on the fact that under OCA’s strict and narrow reading of the

Commission’s regulations, Columbia Water’s Answer to OCA’s New Matter is not allowed.
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Columbia Water hereby provides its Answer to OCA’s Motion to Strike. In support

thereof, Columbia Water states as follows:

III. COLUMBIA WATER’S ANSWER TO OCA’S MOTION TO STRIKE

OCA’s Motion to Strike is based on an incorrectly narrow reading of the Commission’s

regulations and inapplicable caselaw. The OCA alleges an answer to new matter is not an

appropriate pleading at this phase (OCA’s Motion to Strike at 4) and references PUG i’.

Philadelphia Gas Works, Dkt. No R-2008-2073938, Opinion and Order at 16-17 (PUll’).

However, this case is inapplicable because in PG IV the Commission determined that there was no

new matter raised in PGW’s response to OSBA’s Petition for Reconsideration. (PUW at I?). [hat

is different than the instant case where, as explained below, OCA did raise new matter in its

Answer to Columbia Water’s Petition for Reconsideration. The Company must be allowed to

respond to that new matter or else it will be deprived of its due process rights to respond to

allegations made against it.

Second, the OCA alleges that Columbia Water’s Answer to New Matter is outside thc

scope of 52 Pa. Code § 5.572, which the OCA contends only allows for a Petition 11w

Reconsideration and an Answer thereto. (OCA Motion to Strike at 5). This narrow reading of the

Commission’s regulations leads to the absurd result that a party could set forth all kinds ol’

tangential arguments in response to a Petition for Reconsideration, which the OCA has done here,

without a chance for the petitioning party to respond. This narrow and draconian reading deprives

the petitioning party of its due process rights and should not be condoned or allowed by the

Commission.

Third, the OCA alleges that the Company is simply trying to bolster its Petition with

additional information in the guise of an Answer to New Matter. (OCA Motion to Strike at 5-6).
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Once again, the OCA completely ignores the fact that it is the one who provided new matter by

providing tangential information in its Answer to the Company’s Petition for Reconsideration. As

described below, all the Company did was provide an Answer to OCA’s additional information.

which the Commission’s regulations allow it to do.’

The OCA provided additional, tangential information throughout its Answer to the

Company’s position, which the Company ffifly responded to in its Answer to New Matter but for

reference, will summarize here:

1) In Section II.A.2. (page 4 of OCA’s Answer), the OCA alleges that while the parties

to the rate case (including OCA) were contemplating a settlement of the rate case, “It

was not possible for the Settling Parties to anticipate and account for, in that Settlement

Petition, the extraordinary, major change in federal tax law that was signed into law on

December 22, 2017 and became effective January I, 2018 as the TCJA.” Further, in

Section II.A.3 (page 6 of OCA’s Answer) OCA infers that because the settlement was

a black box settlement, somehow that means that it is unclear whether FIT was included

in the settlement rates. These allegations are absurd because the revenue requirement

on which the Settling Parties (including the OCA) agreed upon in the settlement

agreement obviously could not have included federal income taxes because there was

no claim for income taxes in the Company’s filing (see Section 1, page 1-14 of the

filing which was attached to the Petition for Reconsideration as Appendix B and to the

Company’s Answer to New Matter as Appendix B). The OCA fully participated in the

9-month rate case and made no adjustment to the Company’s $0.00 FIT claim.

52 Pa. Code § 5.63 allows a party to reply to new matter, and, if not, relevant facts stated in new matter may be
deemed to be admitted.
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2) In Section II.A.3 (pages 6 and 7 of OCA’s Answer), the OCA alleges that because

Columbia Water had yet to submit information regarding its tax obligation for future

years, state taxes, and ADIT, somehow that might provide the Commission with

valuable information to assess base rate consequences going forward. Contrary to

OCA’s assertion, future tax information is inconsequential to the Commission-made

rates that were set March 1,2018 and being charged to Columbia Water’s ratepavers.

because, once again, these current rates are based on a zero (0.00%) claim 11w HI.

Future-year tax consequences will be addressed in the Company’s next base rate case

using the proper FIT rate in effect at that time and those rates will apply prospectively

not retroactively.

3) As to OCA’s confusing ADIT discussion, OCA is raising something which misses the

mark of relevancy here. ADIT is a regulatory tool that accounts for the diflèrenee

between taxes collected from customers and taxes paid due to accelerating depreciation

for tax purposes and using straight-line depreciation for ratemaking purposes. ADIF

is irrelevant as Columbia Water is not collecting any FIT from its customers in its

recently approved base rates, so it will not under current rates accumulate excess ADIT.

4) In Section 11.A.l. (pages 4 and 5 of OCA’s Answer), the OCA alleges that a change of’

law clause in the rate case settlement does not insulate Columbia Water from possible

rate changes as a result of the impacts of the TCJA and likewise, in Section ll.H. (page

8 of OCA’s Answer) that this change of law clause does not adversely alThct the

Company’s property rights which impairs its ability to borrow money. However, the

change of law clause would only come into play if “fundamental changes in policy,

regulation or statutes that directly and substantially affect the Company’s cost of
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service...” Once again, the TCJA has no impact, direct, substantially, or otherwise

upon Columbia Water’s current rates because the Company does not i,zclude ally claim

or amount for FIT in its base rates nor did any party propose any adjustment to include

FIT expense. Further, temporary rates can have an adverse eff’ect upon Columbia

Water obtaining favorable debt financing during the time the temporary rates are in

effect as its rates are “up in the air” and subject to retroactive adjustment. Lenders

naturally will consider whether rates are “Commission-made”2 and enjoy the bar

against retroactive relief versus “temporary’ rates” which are not. It is patently unihir

to strip the Company of its very recently established Commission-made rates as no

reason to do so exists and OCA’s reasons are deficient.

5) In Section II.B. (pages 7 and 8 of OCA’s Answer), the OCA infers that the Commission

had sufficient information, including the Company’s rate case filing, annual reports and

answers to data requests to support a determination that Columbia Water should he

directed to implement temporary rates. This too is wrong. I-Laying inlhrrnation is one

thing, whether it is examined and what it shows specifically to support an action is very

different. Not one of those documents shows anything warranting temporary rates and

indeed this loose and ambiguous allegation by OCA flies in the face of the Commission

having just approved the rates at issue at public meeting on March 1, 2018 by a

2 Longstanding appellate law followed by the Commission holds that Commission-made rates are nd sLibjeci to

retroactive refunds. Cheltenha,n & Abington Sewerage Co. v. Pa, P.UC., 25 A.2d 334, 337 (Pa. 942) (‘lA I
commission-made rate furnishes the applicable law for the utility and its customers until a change is made by the
commission.”); West Penn Power Co. v. Pa. P. U.C., 100 A.2d 110, 114 (Pa. Super. 1953) (The Commission “could
not give retroactive effect” to a rate determination and “direct refunds to consumers” for charges billed pursuant to
“previously approved” rates.). Temporary rates are subject to refund.
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settlement that this Commission approved, OCA signed, and which included no claim

by the Company or any party for any FIT expense claim.

As just shown, the OCA did provide additional, tangential information (New Matter) in its

Answer to Columbia Water’s Petition for Reconsideration, to which the Company exercised its

due process rights and replied. The OCA’s strained and narrow reading of the Commission’s

regulations and case law do not prevent the Company from responding to this additional

information, which the Company properly did, and OCA’s Motion to Strike should be denied.

IV. COLUMBIA WATER’S ANSWERT TO OCA’S REQUEST FOR
ALTERNATE RELIEF

In the alternative, should the Commission deny the OCA’s Motion to Strike, which it

should, the OCA requests that the Commission disregard Columbia Water’s statements and

arguments set forth in the Company’s Answer to New Matter. (OCA Motion to Strike at 7-10)

The OCA provides no specific reasons why the Commission should disregard this information

other than the statements were “made to bolster and supplement its Petition for Reconsideration.”

(OCA Motion to Strike at 7)

However, as explained above and in its Answer to OCA’s New Matter, the Company

provided this information in response to the OCA’s new and tangential claims it made in its

Answer to Columbia Water’s Petition for Reconsideration. The Company is well within its due

process rights to respond to this information. A narrow reading of the Commission’s regulations

and inapplicable case law cannot deprive the Company of responding to new information provided

by OCA in its pleading. The Commission should make its decision based on all information

provided and reject the OCA’s recommendation that the Commission deprive the Company of its

due process rights.
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WHEREFORE, Columbia Water Company respectfully requests that the Commission

deny the OCA’s Motion to Strike for the reasons stated above.

Respectfully submitted,

Thomas 3. Sniscak (Attorney ID No. 33g91)
William E. Lehman (Attorney ID No. 83936)
Whitney E. Snyder (Attorney ID No. 316625)
Hawke McKeon & Sniscak LLP
Harrisburg Energy Center
100 North Tenth Street
Harrisburg, PA 17101
Phone: 717-236-1300
Facsimile: 717-236-4841
tjsniscak(?vhmslegal.com
welehman(2ihmsIeaI.com
wesnvder(1ithmsleual.corn

Counselfor Columbia It’aler (‘ompam’

Dated: May 17, 2018
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that I have this day served a true copy of the foregoing document upon the

parties, listed below, in accordance with the requirements of 52 Pa. Code § 1.54 (relating to service

by a party).

BY ELECTRONIC & FIRST CLASS MAIL

Tanya J. McCloskey
Barrett C. Sheridan
Phillip D. Demanchick
Office of Consumer Advocate
555 Walnut Street
Forum Place, 5th FLoor
Harrisburg, PA 17101-1923
TMcCloskeycpaoca.org
BSheridancapaoca.org
PDemanchick(paoca.org

BY FIRST CLASS MAIL

Bureau of Investigation and Enforcement Office of Small Business Advocate
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission 300 North Second Street
Commonwealth Keystone Building Suite 202
400 North Street Harrisburg, PA 17101
Harrisburg, PA 17120

Thomas J. Sniscak
William F. Lehman
Whitney E. Snyder

Dated this 17th day of May, 2018.


